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Introduction
It is easier and less expensive than ever to transform any room of your household into a home 
theater. This guide is intended to help answer your questions and provide a foundation for 
mixing and matching components that will give optimal performance in your space. 

Consider the concept of Home Theater as three distinct but related areas: picture, source, 
and sound.

Picture
The fine line is being blurred in the LCD vs. Plas-
ma quality debate, and it’s clear that no matter 
which you choose, everybody’s the winner. When 
it comes to screen size, large and flat have never 
been more affordable. Flat screens are thinner, 
projection TV’s are slimmer  and sharper,  and if 
Blu-ray Disc or HD DVD is in your future, these 
TV’s go all the way to 1080p.

Source
Blu-ray Disc and standard DVD are just the be-
ginning. Source material now comes from more 
components than ever before. You may already 
be screening podcasts on your large screen or 
watching shows from your media player via 
WiFi. Imagine: You can stream video from the 
Internet via a media receiver or PC.

Sound
While most TV’s employ stereo sound, we know 
you want more. Acoustic engineers have come up 
with great 2.1 systems: 2 small radiating satellites 
and a subwoofer, or best of all, you can experi-
ence theater-like surround sound with a 5.1, 6.1, 
or 7.1 system.

Introduction
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Cable Box or Satellite DVR
Tuning, Decoding, and Recording of 
subscription channels

DVD, Blu-ray Disc Player
Enhanced-defi nition DVD players: 480p, 
Blu-ray Disc player: 1080p

Subwoofer
handles low frequency 
eff ects (LFE) 

Surround Speakers
Provide surround, wrap-
around audio eff ects

Receiver
Available in multi-channel 
surround options: 2.1, 4.1, 
5.1, 6.1, 7.1

Universal Remote
Provides control of various 
home theater components

Front Speakers
main source of program 
volume and music

The Well-Equipped Home Theater

The W
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Alternate: Front Projector
hD as high as 1080p; requires 
separate screen

LCD or Plasma Display
hD program display. Current 
maximum resolution is 1080p 

Media Receiver
Connects home theater system 
to computer network

Center Channel Speaker
handles vocal portion of program 
Disseminates dialogue and narration

Rear Surround Speakers
Adds ambience to scene

Power Center/Surge Protector
Provides cleaner signal and multiple outlets and 
protects valuable equipment from power spikes

The W
ell-Equipped

h
om

e Theater
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Picture
TV displays have never been as large, flat, and affordable as they are now. 
Flat comes two ways: liquid crystal display (LCD) and plasma. To get the 
most detail in the picture, choose a TV offering 1,920 columns of resolution 
across, and 1,080 rows high. That equates to more than two million pixels. 
The display resolution of a digital television or computer screen typically 
refers to the number of distinct pixels that can be displayed.

Image Quality
Your TV’s picture is made up of  columns and rows: 1280 x 720, 1366 x 768, 
or 1920 x 1080, for example. Multiplying one number by the other yields the 
number of pixels (short for picture element) shown in that display. The high-
er the number, the sharper the picture—but there’s a compromise involved. 
Without getting into the intricacies of the process, the electronic image is 
broadcast as either an interlaced (i) or progressive (p) scan. Both have their 
strengths. Interlaced (1920 x 1080i) provides a slightly sharper image, while 
progressive’s (720p) smoother rendition of motion is better for action, and 
is favored by sports channels. Originally, customers were left to puzzle over 
how they could obtain the best picture quality for their program material 
consistently.

Along came Full HD and changed all that. Not only is it the only way to ex-
perience the detailed joy of Blu-ray Disc fully, but these higher-resolution 
panels provide a more detailed picture as well as smoother action for sports: 
truly a case of more is more. With Full HD the future is now, and there’s no 
turning back. 

The higher the resolution, the better the picture quality
DTV encompasses three tiers of definition: SDTV (Standard), EDTV (En-
hanced), and HDTV (High). HDTV gives you the most clarity, the most de-
tail, and the most lifelike picture available. 

Picture
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The following chart should give you a sense of how the resolution and shape of TV pictures have advanced:

Despite the wide aspect ratio, an HDTV screen accommodates legacy (4:3) 
programs by exhibiting side panels or stretching the image. The former is 
preferable because it doesn’t distort subjects in the picture. 

Why does HD look so good?
It’s all about the pixels. Pixels are the tiny picture elements that combine on 
the TV screen to form the images that we see. High definition wows you with 
more than six times the number of pixels than your old TV. The more pixels 
that are packed in the frame, the more detailed the picture.
Because an HDTV’s image is much finer than a conventional set’s, you can sit 
closer to the high-def screen without noticing the individual picture elements 
(pixels). You should plan on an average viewing distance of 2-1/2 times the 
screen’s diagonal measurement. To experience the immersive nature of high 
definition, you can sit as close as 1.5 times the screen’s diagonal but not fur-
ther than three times the diagonal. So, the optimal range for placing the sofa 
in front of a 50-inch HDTV screen is between 6.3- and 12.5-feet.

What do you need to get HDTV?
First, you need an HDTV-capable set. If you’re buying your first HDTV, con-
tact your cable or satellite provider to make sure the box or receiver that you 
have is high-def capable and that you can subscribe to high-def channels. 
Cables are key: without the right connections, you will not see HDTV. Use an 
HDMI input if possible, component video being the next-best choice.

Format Horizontal Lines of Resolution/Aspect Ratio
VCR (VHS) tapes 240i 4:3

Conventional (NTSC) TV 330i 4:3
DVD 480p (4:3/16:9)

Standard Definition – Digital TV 480i (4:3)
Enhanced Definition (Fox Widescreen) 480p (16:9)

High Definition (HDTV) 720p – 1080i (16:9)
Blu-ray Disc 1080p (16:9)

LCD or Plasma?
This is a much-debated topic. When choosing between plasma and LCD 
TV’s, you’re really selecting one of two competing technologies, both of 
which can display a remarkably sharp picture. An LCD TV uses a backlight 
and valve-like crystals that twist behind colored filters to compose a pic-
ture; a plasma TV uses gas-filled cells that cause colored phosphors to glow. 
As manufacturers have improved their fabrication processes, differences 
between the two technologies have become less of an issue. Both LCD and 
plasma sets are available in all popular TV sizes.  
To complicate the decision-making process further, price and size are two 
previous considerations that are rapidly becoming non-issues as LCD TV’s are 
being made in larger sizes—and at competing prices with plasma displays.

Picture
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Projection TV
Instead of making every pixel addressable at the size seen by viewers, a projec-
tion TV uses a micro display in which the complete picture is composed in 
miniature and enlarged when light passes through a lens that’s projected onto 
a screen. Th e screen can be built into a cabinet, as in a rear-projection TV or 
designed to be projected on a separate refl ecting surface, such as a specially-
treated wall across the room from this “front projector,” which is often ceiling-
mounted. Th is picture can be just about as large as you’d like, up to about 18 
feet: a veritable wall of action!

Front ProjectionRear Projection However, if you want to be more theatrical, projecting a movie onto a bare 
wall hardly summons up an audience’s sense of anticipation, compared to 
a motorized projection screen quietly unfurling from a hidden enclosure in 
the ceiling, at the touch of a remote, as the lights slowly dim. Wall-mounting 
is an alternative installation option where the ceiling might be unfeasible. 
B&H off ers hundreds of high-contrast screens in a variety of sizes. 
On the other hand, rear-projection cabinets have been getting slimmer, though 
they’ll never be as thin as a fl at-panel TV. Th eir pictures can be larger than fl at- 
panel TV’s for less money, though the gap has been closing. While a front 
projector can show the largest picture possible, it is best suited to a room in 
which the ambient light is tightly controlled. Th ree competing technologies 
can be found in rear or front digital projectors:

LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)
Unlike a fl at-panel LCD TV, light passes through micro LCD panels and 
the image is then optically enlarged. Newer technologies, such as DLP and 
LCoS, are becoming more popular in video projection.

DLP (Digital Light Processing)
Developed by Texas Instruments, a DLP projector uses micro mirrors to re-
fl ect light into an optical system. It off ers smooth jitter-free images at 1080p 
resolution. 

LCoS (Liquid Crystal on Silicon)
Instead of light being transmitted through LCD’s as above, it’s refl ected 
from them, as in a DLP.

Things to know about rear-projection TV
1. Delivers a larger picture for less money than a fl at panel
2. Th e cabinet takes up more space than a fl at-panel TV
3. Th e bulb must be replaced periodically
4. Brightness and contrast diminish when viewed off -center

Picture
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Video Source

Next-Gen Optical Disc Players (Blu-ray Disc)
Pumping out at least three or four times the number of bits per second over 
conventional DVD players, next-generation DVD movies exceed the image 
quality you’ve grown accustomed to seeing on regular DVD. Considering that 
Blu-ray Disc players are compatible with your old discs, why not step up to a 
platform that can show off your high-definition display in all of its glory? The 
Blu-ray Disc selection of titles is proliferating, since they emerged victorious 
in the HD battle, and the players have been dropping in price, so opting for a 
full 1080p player has never been a safer or more exciting choice. 

High-Def DVR’s 
The notion of sitting down to watch a show at the time it is being broadcast 
is a thing of the past. High-def/dual-tuner DVR’s store program series and 
movies on hard disks and put them at your command. DVR’s like TiVo offer 
a more flexible program guide with better search and WishList options than 
a standard cable DVR, as well as the ability to program recordings remotely 
via the Web. Additionally, content can be gathered not just from cable chan-
nels, but also from broadcast stations and Internet downloads. The recorded 
material may then be transferred to other devices, including notebook com-
puters and portable media players. So, are you still content with the limited 
capabilities of your cable company’s DVR?
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Things to know about DVD Players/Recorders
•  DVD is twice as sharp as VHS tape.
•  No rewinding. Skip to your favorite parts almost instantly.
•  Delivers crystal-clear multi-channel digital surround sound
•  Plays Audio CD’s and, in most cases, MP3’s and photos, too
•   Some recorders include hard drives so you can archive  

to DVD without a computer 
•   More advanced models can also play multi-channel music formats like 

SACD or DVD-Audio
•  Watch movies with subtitles or listen to a different language soundtrack.
•   Many players/recorders offer progressive-scan playback, which provides 

smoother, more film-like picture quality. You’ll need a DTV or HDTV-
ready television with component inputs to see the difference.

•   Better yet, the newest DVD players up-convert the movie digitally 
through an HDMI connection. 

DVD/VCR Combos
Bridging two generations of technology, DVD/VCR combos save on shelf 
space and TV inputs. They’re easy to use, too.

Portable DVD Players
If you have a portable DVD player, 
you can take it on the road since 
the screen, speakers, and battery 
are built right in, for hours of en-
tertainment on a single charge. 
Check out our Portable Buying 
Guide for more information on 
portable DVD players.

Media Receivers
Why limit yourself to programs offered by broad-
casting and cable providers when there’s an ex-
plosion of entertainment content available via 
the Internet? Simply attach a media receiver to 
your TV and A/V system the same way you would 
a DVD player. There are now a variety of these prod-
ucts designed to access your home network wire-
lessly or through a wired (Ethernet or electrical plug) connec-
tion. Yes, you can always hunch over your computer, but wouldn’t you rather 
stream YouTube or downloaded videos to your home theater? And don’t forget 
your huge collection of music, archived camcorder videos, and digital photos 
trapped inside that computer in another room. Isn’t it time to experience all 
that content in the comfort of your home theater?

Media Center PC’s
These all-in-one PC’s are all-purpose 
entertainment centers hooked up di-
rectly to your big-screen TV and sur-
round sound system. They combine 
the functions of a DVR, DVD player/
recorder, slideshow presenter, music 
jukebox, and online movie receiver. 
They also include remotes, wireless 
keyboards, and utilize a highly vis-
ible on-screen interface.

DVD Players/Recorders
DVD is still the most popular home video format around.

Video Source
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Sound
Digital Audio
The CD-quality audio that accompanies programming provides not just 
stereo, but discrete tracks containing music, dialogue and surround effects 
intended to be decoded through multiple speakers and a subwoofer. With a 
properly-equipped sound system, you’ll feel like you’re in the middle of the 
action. 

When it comes to sound there are many options 
1)  Stick with integrated TV speakers. While built-in audio is better than ever, 

it still doesn’t provide that room-filling sound that enthusiasts are after.

2)  Attach stereo speakers, making the most of your current audio system.

3)  Attach a sound projector or “sound bar” below the screen to produce sur-
round sound without additional speakers.

4)  Attach a 5.1 multimedia system, comprised of six speakers: two in the 
front, two in the rear, one in the front center (also known as “voice” chan-
nel) and one subwoofer (LFE). These five satellite speakers plus one ex-
clusively  bass  unit define the term  “5.1.” 

5)   With a 6.1 system, your receiver adds a rear channel of sound, which it 
directs to a back surround speaker (or in some cases, a pair of back sur-
round speakers, see below). A 6.1-channel setup rounds out your audio 
impressively, especially on a well-mixed movie soundtrack. 

6)  There is also another very high-end system available, called “7.1,” which 
adds two more speakers, rear surround right and rear surround left.

Sound

HTIB: Home Theater in a Box Systems
The most convenient way to add the digital surround sound experience to 
your TV is with a “one-box” solution known as HTIB or Home Theater in a 
Box. All the necessary equipment is in the carton. Most HTIB’s include:

• A central control unit (receiver)
•  Four “satellite speakers” to place around the room for the front and rear 

multi-channel effects
•  A center-channel speaker which handles most of a movie’s dialog and 

narration
•  A subwoofer or bass module that lets you feel the low-frequency effects 

(LFE) or rumble that “shakes the floor”
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Custom Component Home Theater Systems
If you have the space and want big sound to go along with that big-
screen TV, then you’ll want to put together a system based on separate 
components. The best way to get that enveloping sound from your sources 
to your speakers is through a multi-channel A/V receiver that decodes 
Dolby Digital audio information. 

A/V Receiver
Combines a preamplifier, power amplifier, and an AM/FM/Satellite (XM or 
Sirius) tuner in a single cabinet.

The amount of power needed is determined by a number of factors:

1)  Speaker efficiency: High-efficiency speakers need less power, low-ef-
ficiency speakers demand more power.

2)  Room size: A larger room size will probably require more power.

3)  Personal listening preference: The louder you listen to music or movie 
soundtracks, the more power is needed to produce low-distortion sound.

4)  A higher-powered receiver “works less” at higher volume levels than its 
lower-powered counterparts, thus generating less heat, which prolongs 
component life, adding years to your enjoyment of it.

Speakers
For a full Dolby Digital 5.1 surround sound experience you will need five 
speakers plus a subwoofer (six speakers are required for 
Dolby 6.1 and so forth). Speakers are probably the single 
most important part of the home theater system—the 
sound you hear will only be as good as your speakers.

Subwoofer – The “.1” in Dolby 5.1 provides the LFE or 
low frequency effect of thrilling, punchy bass.

Main and surround speakers – Full bandwidth, full 
range voice-matched speakers (sharing the same tonal 
characteristics), generally from the same manufacturer. 
These locate the action and the listener’s relation to it. 
They put you “in” the movie.

Center channel – Handles most of the dialog and vo-
cal tracks. 
Provides clean, clear 
speech and must be 
positioned either 
immediately above 
or below the screen 
for the most realistic 
natural effect.

Sound
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Once you’ve decided on the major A/V elements of your home theater, in-
cluding the TV display, video source components, receiver, and speakers, 
it’s time to add the accessories that connect or support the equipment or 
enhance your enjoyment.

Cables
A/V connections weren’t created equally. To 
get a high-definition picture on your HDTV, 
you should use one of its HDMI or component 
video inputs. Put simply, the former is a digital 
connection that also delivers audio and video,  
while the latter is typically a three-plug (red, 
green, and blue) cable combination that deliv-
ers only the picture. Cables come in various 
lengths, but anything shorter than six feet could cramp your placement op-
tions.  In general, more expensive cables are typically better shielded and 
have sturdier connecting ends that can be reattached many more times. Of-
ten this is all you’ll need to know but here are some definitions for the more 
technically inclined:

HDMI:  The High-Definition Multimedia Interface  is an A/V connector for 
transmitting uncompressed digital streams including content protected 
by digital rights management encoding. An HDMI cable links digital A/V 
 sources, such as a DVR, Blu-ray Disc player, or advanced video games con-
sole to an HDTV set or A/V receiver. Several versions have been marketed: 
HDMI 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.2a, 1.3, and 1.3b. The higher version numbers support 
the greatest bandwidth and additional technical features. Rapidly becom-
ing the industry standard for cabling together HDTV components, HDMI 
rates very high in the categories of quality and convenience: one cable 
handles both audio and video signals.

Component Video: One of the highest-quality types of video signals most com-
monly used for HDTV. Component video separates the signal into three ele-
ments or components via RCA or BNC connectors colored red, green, and blue.

S-Video: Moving down in video quality is the S-Video cable (one plug hous-
ing four pins) followed by the composite video cable (a one-pin plug colored 
yellow). Though your HDTV set will likely contain both types of inputs, 
they’re not high-definition compatible. They’re best suited for connecting a 
VCR or an older camcorder or games console.

Audio: For transmitting audio to your receiver, a digital cable is the preferred 
choice. Digital audio comes in two flavors: coaxial (also known as SPDIF) or 
optical (also known as Toslink). Stereo cables with their distinctive red and 
white plugs have been around for decades, but deliver only two-channel analog 
sound, or a non-digital form of surround sound referred to as Dolby Pro Logic.

Many HDTVs also contain a 15-hole VGA port, also known as a PC input. 
This is a way to connect a notebook computer, for example, directly to some 
TV screens. To retain audio in this setup you’ll need to patch into your TV 
via an additional connector. 

Antennas
If you don’t want to pay for cable or satellite TV, you can receive free terres-
trial HDTV using an indoor or outdoor antenna and the tuner in your TV or 
DVR. Yesterday’s set-top rabbit ears have given way to today’s DTV antennas. 
However, antennas still fall into the general categories of indoor or outdoor 
versions, each either passive or powered. Passive, the type familiar to most 
consumers, receives signals from the direction to which it’s pointed, while the 
powered version boosts the signal it receives, improving performance.

Accessories
A

ccessories
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Wall and Ceiling Mounts
Plasma and flat-panel LCD TV’s have become so sleek that they can easily 
hug a wall, freeing up valuable A/V rack real estate for additional com-
ponents. Front projectors, meanwhile, mimic movie theaters by hugging 
the ceiling, thus saving space below and avoiding unintended wall shadow 
puppets. 

Here’s an overview of available mounting solutions:  

Flat Wall Mounts: Designed to keep the plasma or LCD TV tight
against the wall, like a framed picture.

Tilting Wall Mounts: Designed to offer forward and backward angling ad-
justment while maintaining a slim profile. 

Pivoting Wall Mounts: Designed to allow for left or right positioning for im-
proved off-axis viewing.

Articulated Wall Mounts: The most versatile of the mechanical mounts, de-
signed for maximum mounting flexibility, and allowing for pivoting, tilting, 
and forward extension of the TV. The articulated arms  extend up to 2.5 feet, 
and flatten to the wall  when not in use.

Motorized Wall Mounts: Remote-controlled, they provide swiveling, tilt-
ing, retraction, and extension via accordion-like bellows that also serve to 
mask and protect the TV.

Tabletop or Desktop Mounts: Allow full 360° rotation while attaching to a 
horizontal surface such as a breakfront or room divider.

Ceiling Mounts: Mainly used for supporting projectors, these mounts let the 
viewer focus on the only thing that matters: the big picture in front of them.

A
ccessories
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Power Supplies and Conditioners
Adding a power management compo-
nent to your home theater helps protect 
your investment. A power conditioner 
and surge protector not only guard 
against magnetic interference and elec-
trical spikes, but each unit comes with 
multiple outlets to accommodate your 
many A/V components.

Furniture
Instead of mounting, flat-panel TV’s can generally stand up on their own via 
built-in stands, so you may want some worthy furniture upon which to place 
your gorgeous new HDTV. Here are a couple of options:

Pedestal Floor Stands: 
Available in free-standing and bolt-down models with adjustable height 
and swiveling. Designed with internal cord and cable management, ped-
estal stands present a sleek, attractive, high-tech appearance combining 
aesthetics with functionality. Some models are packaged with equally at-
tractive shelving.

Mobile Carts:
Mobile carts feature adjustable height, swiveling, and internal cable man-
agement along with locking casters. Optional shelving is available to con-
solidate additional A/V components.

Stationary A/V Racks:
Stylish multi-shelf stands that accommodate both your TV and peripheral 
components, this category of contemporary furniture comes in a variety 
of sizes and designs, usually with hollowed-out support columns for 
hiding wires.

Universal Remotes
The best way to fight remote clutter 
is with a universal remote. Rang-
ing in price from low two digits to 
high three digits, they can use most 
IR codes from A/V components or are 
able to “learn” them from your exist-
ing remote. The most sophisticated 
units are “activity-based,” meaning 
multiple commands can be sent to sever-
al components at the touch of one button, desig-
nated “Watch Movie” or “Listen to CD,” for example. 

A
ccessories
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